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Duval County Public Schools Drops Controversial LGBTQ
Group JASMYN After Reporting By The Florida Standard

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA – A controversial LGBTQ organization targeting youth from 13–24
years old has been barred from Duval County schools. The organization has also deleted social
media accounts after The Florida Standard reported that the group exposed underage teens to
highly sexualized content and situations – an alarming trend often labeled “grooming.”

Last week, Duval County Public Schools (DCPS) decided to sever its decades-long relationship
with JASMYN after The Florida Standard reported the group promoted a card game called “Dick
Match” with different illustrations of penises and scrotums for teens as young as 13.

Additional investigation led The Florida Standard to discover images and videos published by
JASMYN’s youth-facing Instagram and TikTok accounts. These posts included highly sexualized
events and situations organized by JASMYN and directed at underage teens.

Reporter Zac Howard started investigating JASMYN after receiving a tip from a member of the
public.

“We thought it was newsworthy that an organization working with kids in public schools used a
lurid card game to promote an event they advertised for teens as young as 13,” Howard said.
“Then we realized it was only the tip of the iceberg. It’s JASMYN’s responsibility to differentiate
which messages, games and programs are appropriate for underage teens.”

The Florida Standard’s reporting on JASMYN has been picked up by several national news
outlets, including The Blaze, Epoch Times, Headline USA, and Washington Post. Many
influential social media accounts have weighed in on the story: Rod Dreher, Auron McIntyre,
Libs of TikTok, Gays Against Groomers and Matt Rey.

“Legacy media has betrayed the fundamentals of journalism – to keep the public informed and
hold those in power accountable. The team at The Florida Standard is dedicated to the pursuit
of truth, wherever it may lead. We will keep reporting on issues that the mainstream media
decide to cover up,” said Will Witt, Editor in Chief.

For comment and media requests, please contact will@theflstandard.com
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